
Chapter 2

During the Video 

First, watch the video where you will hear Chapter 2 being read to you. There will be 
some questions to answer during this video. You may choose to write your answers to these 
questions here. If you decide to do this, pause the video to give yourself time to write. 

1. What mood do you think Ivan is in when his father says he cannot go off in search of the 
firebird? Which words/phrases give you that impression? (p.13-14) 

 

 

 

2. What are the wolf’s first impressions of Ivan? What makes you think this? (p.16) 

 

 

 

3. Which words tell us that the wolf is physically fit? (p.16-17) 
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Aim: I can make inferences from what I have read.

Daily Reading: Firebird 2

This activity sheet relates to the Daily Reading video for Chapter 2. Other videos for this 
eBook will be available here once all the sessions are published.
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After the Video 

Answer these questions after watching the video. Look carefully in the eBook for the answers. 

4. How did Dmitry and Vasily react to Ivan succeeding in staying awake and seeing the 
firebird? Are you surprised that they both reacted in this way? (p.13)  

 

 

 

5. Explain why the author chose the word ‘ominous’ to describe the message on the 
stone. (p.13-14) 

 

 

 

6. Which words tell us that Ivan did not deliberate over whether or not to go with the wolf? 

 

 

 

7. Which words tell us that Ivan is physically fit? (p.17) 

 

 

 

8. Why did Ivan touch the cage when he had been warned against doing this? (p.17) 
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Deeper Reading

9. What further information do we gain about Ivan’s character in this chapter? 

 

 

 

10. Which character would you most like to meet? Explain why. 

 

 

 

Related Activity 

Complete the Character Profile Activity Sheet. 
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